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An infectious disease will be eradicated only if it is eliminated everywhere, including in the hardest-to-reach, most vaccine-wary communities. If eradication is successful, it promises a dividend in the form of avoided infections and vaccinations. However, success is never certain unless and until eradication is achieved, and claiming the dividend means bearing the possibly great risk of re-emergence. Economic analysis of eradication evaluates these risks and rewards relative to the alternative of ‘optimal control’, and also exposes the incentives for achieving and capitalizing on eradication. Eradication is a ‘game’, because some countries may be willing to eliminate the disease within their borders only if assured that all others will eliminate the disease within their borders. International financing is also a game, because each country would rather free ride than contribute. Finally, for diseases such as polio, capitalizing on eradication is a game, for should any country continue to vaccinate in the post-eradication era using the live-attenuated polio vaccine, the countries that stop vaccinating will be exposed to the risk of vaccine-derived polioviruses. In the framework developed in this paper, eradication is a seductive goal, its attainment fraught with peril.

1. Introduction

Eradication of a global scourge is an audacious undertaking. Its achievement depends on the cooperation of nearly every community in every country. It requires pushing a complex biological–social–political system into unchartered territory. It requires belief that the goal is achievable, even though success cannot be guaranteed. It requires trust in the people and organizations leading the effort. It requires patience. It requires resources. It requires luck. Unlike any other public health goal, it is intolerant of error. An eradication effort that reduces cases 99 per cent and no more fails to achieve its goal. Even before an eradication effort begins, attention must focus on how it will end.

If it ends successfully, then eradication can potentially save money as well as lives—money that can be spent on other good causes. Moreover, these dividends will be paid year after year, generation after generation. The rewards from eradication can be immense.

The risks can also be immense. Eradication may fail (previous efforts to eradicate hookworm, yellow fever, yaws and malaria all failed). If it succeeds, and we capitalize on its achievement by ceasing vaccination, then the world will be left more vulnerable than ever to a new outbreak. In terms of risks and rewards, few public health goals can compare with eradication.

The risks can also be immense. Eradication may fail (previous efforts to eradicate hookworm, yellow fever, yaws and malaria all failed). If it succeeds, and we capitalize on its achievement by ceasing vaccination, then the world will be left more vulnerable than ever to a new outbreak. In terms of risks and rewards, few public health goals can compare with eradication.

With so much at stake, economic analysis is critical, but many analyses of eradication rest on weak conceptual underpinnings (see [1]). First, some studies (examples include [2,3]) compare eradication with ‘no control’, or a similarly arbitrary alternative, when it should be compared with ‘optimal’ control. Second, virtually all studies assume that eradication is certain to be achieved, when the (subjective) probability of success will always be smaller than one. Finally, very few studies incorporate post-eradication risks or the costs of mitigating these.

In this paper, I develop a framework for economic analysis of eradication, grounded in simple epidemiology. The framework exposes the tensions between private and public interests—tensions that can make elimination difficult to achieve. It assumes that the disease harms and is transmitted by humans,
and that the pathogen is controlled, eliminated and possibly eradicated by means of a vaccine. I demonstrate its relevance for three cases: smallpox, poliomyelitis and measles.

Most analyses ask only if the economics of eradication are favourable overall. However, to succeed, pursuit of the goal must also be consonant with the self-interests of every state. Some states will attempt to eliminate a disease only if assured that all other states will eliminate the disease, making eradication a ‘game’. Other states will increase vaccination only if given assistance. The states that gain from eradication depend ultimately on whether vaccination can cease should eradication succeed, for only then will eradication yield a dividend. In the case of polio, if just one state continues to vaccinate with the live-attenuated vaccine in the post-eradication era, then other states may continue to vaccinate to protect against the threat of circulating vaccine-derived polioviruses, preventing a dividend from being realized and making vaccination cessation another game. All of these games are critical and they are also interlinked. A weakness in any one game threatens the others. Eradication is a precarious enterprise.

2. The economics of control versus elimination

The framework developed here is not only grounded in classical epidemiology, but also takes into account behaviour.

As is customary, let $R_0$ denote the basic reproductive rate of a disease—the number of secondary infections expected to occur when one infected individual is introduced into a fully susceptible population. Obviously, for a disease to spread, we must have $R_0 > 1$. For a disease to continue to circulate, it is also essential that the host population is sufficiently large. The value of $R_0$ is disease-specific, and also depends on local conditions, most especially population density, sanitation, climate and established social norms.

Let $R$ represent the effective reproductive rate—the average number of secondary infections produced when an infected individual is dropped into a partially susceptible population. We obviously require $R \leq R_0$. In a steady state (assuming one exists), if the disease is endemic, then we must have $R = 1$. Assuming that the host population is homogeneously mixed, we obtain $R = R_0x$, where $x$ is the fraction of the population that is susceptible.\(^1\) A steady state thus implies $1 = R_0x$.

Let $p$ denote the fraction of the population that is immune. This implies $p = 1 - x$. Upon substituting, we obtain

$$p^* = 1 - \frac{1}{R_0}$$

(2.1)

where $p^*$ is the critical level of immunity—the value of $p$ which achieves elimination. Equation (2.1) is a key relationship [5, p. 87]. It tells us the fraction of the population that must be immune in order for the disease to be eliminated locally. For example, taking $R_0 = 5$, equation (2.1) implies that a disease can be eliminated if 80 per cent of the population is immune. For the three diseases discussed in this paper, $R_0$ is about 5 for smallpox, 6 for polio and 15 for measles [5]. All else being equal, measles should be the harder disease to eradicate.

To eliminate a vaccine-preventable disease, the vaccine must be highly efficacious (multiple doses may be required) and be given to enough susceptible persons. Mass vaccination was central to the initial strategy for smallpox eradication, and was effective in many countries. However, it was unable to eliminate smallpox in densely populated countries, implying dependence of $R_0$ on population density [5, p. 89]. In countries like India, elimination required a strategy of repetitive active searches and containment [6–8]. For polio, however, only a small fraction of infected persons show symptoms, making mass vaccination essential.

Let $A$ represent the ‘force of infection’, or the probability that a given susceptible host will become infected within a small interval of time [5, p. 63]. Under certain assumptions [5, p. 91], the steady-state value for $\lambda, \lambda'$, can be related to a given immunization level, $p$, by the relationship $\lambda' = \mu R_0 (p^* - p)$ for $p^* \geq p$ and $\lambda' = 0$ otherwise, where $\mu$ is an epidemiological parameter.

Now consider the decision by a susceptible person (labelled $i$) of whether or not to get vaccinated. If she gets vaccinated, and the vaccine is 100 per cent protective (this assumption can easily be relaxed), then her pay-off will be $\pi_i = -c$, where $c$ is the cost of vaccination, including the risk of complications. If this person does not get vaccinated, then her pay-off will be $\pi_i = -b \mu R_0 (p^* - p)$, where $b$ represents the loss she suffers should she become infected. Given these assumptions, person $i$ wishes to be vaccinated if and only if $b \mu R_0 (p^* - p) \geq c$.

Like $c$, parameter $b$ is a monetary value. It represents willingness to pay to avoid infection. For example, if the infection were guaranteed lethal (100% case fatality rate), then $b$ would equal the value of a statistical life (‘statistical’, because ex ante we will not know who will actually become infected). These values are unbounded by income, but are generally lower in developing countries than in rich countries [9]. Although standard in cost–benefit analysis, Duintjer Tebbens et al. [10] are alone using such values in a study of eradication. Most eradication studies avoid them. A different approach is to estimate everything else that goes into a cost–benefit analysis of eradication, and then to determine how big $b$ needs to be in order for eradication to be economically justified [11].

Because $i$’s pay-off to getting vaccinated depends on immunity in the population (and, therefore, the decisions of others), vaccination is a ‘game’ (what each player most wants to do depends on what others do or can be expected to do). The Nash equilibrium is a central concept in game theory. In a Nash equilibrium, no player wishes to change his or her behaviour, given the choices made by others. For this game, the Nash equilibrium level of vaccination is unique and equal to

$$p^* = 1 - \frac{(b \mu + c)}{b \mu R_0}$$

Barrett [12] and Bauch & Earn [13] obtain a similar result. $p^*$ is the vaccination level that could be expected to arise ‘spontaneously’ in a population in which individuals have private access to vaccine and choose independently whether or not to be vaccinated. Equation (2.2) has two important implications. First, so long as $b \mu R_0 (p^* - 1) \leq c$, some people will choose to get vaccinated even in the absence of a public health policy. Second, so long as $c > 0$, individual behaviour will never lead to elimination (i.e. $p^* < p^*$). Elimination requires government intervention.\(^2\)

Assume that the aim of public health policy is to maximize the collective pay-off of a population of size $n$ by choice of the policy variable, $p^*$. Society gets a pay-off
dependent demand’ [16]. The probability equals zero for population increases—a phenomenon known as ‘prevalence-declines as the proportion of immune persons in the population.

The chance that any susceptible individual will get infected obtains from vaccination. This declines with a downward sloping curve shows the benefit a susceptible individual of getting vaccinated. This declines with individualistic behaviour (p** > p*) so long as c > 0.

Second, if byu > c, countries will wish to eliminate the disease unilaterally. Many countries, for example, eliminated smallpox and poliomyelitis before eradication plans were underway. Many have already eliminated measles.

Figure 1 illustrates the simple economics of vaccination. The horizontal axis represents population immunity, the vertical axis economic value (benefits and costs). The lower downward sloping curve shows the benefit of an additional vaccination. This exceeds the individual benefit owing to the vaccination (p** > p*) so long as c > 0.

Note that society as a whole is better off at p** than at p*, but that the individuals who must get vaccinated in order to raise population immunity from p* to p** are made worse off. Mandatory vaccination can thus stimulate social resistance; vaccine refusal can be rational. Subsidies that lower the private cost of vaccination should help, though they may have little effect if the vaccine poses a risk to the individual, as is true of the live smallpox and polio vaccines. In the case of measles, perceived risk may be the greater threat. Opt outs from a mandatory programme may dampen social resistance, but vaccination rates tend to fall as opt outs become more permissive [18].

3. From elimination to eradication

If a population existed in isolation (and the pathogen could only reproduce in humans), then elimination would suffice to eradicate the disease. But countries are interconnected. A disease that circulates in one country can spread to another. The potential for spread is of little importance to endemic countries. However, for the countries that have eliminated the disease, the risk of imports means that vaccine refusal can be rational. Subsidies that lower the private cost of vaccination should help, though they may have little effect if the vaccine poses a risk to the individual, as is true of the live smallpox and polio vaccines. In the case of measles, perceived risk may be the greater threat. Opt outs from a mandatory programme may dampen social resistance, but vaccination rates tend to fall as opt outs become more permissive [18].

Figure 1. The vaccination game.

\[ II = -cpn - byR_0(R - p)(1 - p)n \text{ for } p < p^c \text{ and } II = -cpn \text{ for } p \geq p^c. \]

The optimal vaccination level for the whole society, p**, is [12]

\[ p** = 1 - \frac{(by + c)}{2byR_0} \text{ for } by < c \text{ and } p** = \frac{c}{by} \text{ for } by \geq c. \]

Again, two observations stand out. First, public policy requires that vaccination is increased above the level associated with individualistic behaviour (p** > p`) so long as c > 0.

Second, if byu > c, countries will wish to eliminate the disease unilaterally. Many countries, for example, eliminated smallpox and poliomyelitis before eradication plans were underway. Many have already eliminated measles.

Figure 1 illustrates the simple economics of vaccination. The horizontal axis represents population immunity, the vertical axis economic value (benefits and costs). The lower downward sloping curve shows the benefit of an additional vaccination. This exceeds the individual benefit owing to the vaccination ‘externality’—vaccination of one more person offers a measure of protection to all susceptible persons. The curve is kinked at p*; the point at which all remaining susceptible persons acquire herd immunity. Just to the left of p*, the pathogen continues to circulate, posing a tiny risk to each susceptible individual, but a significant risk to the entire susceptible population. When p \geq p*, everyone is protected. If the cost line (c) were to lie below byu, p** would equal p*, making unilateral elimination optimal; where c > byu, control will be preferred to elimination.

(a) The eradication dividend

Maintenance of elimination requires that a fraction p* of new births be vaccinated year after year (assuming that immunity
in individuals does not wane). If a disease is eradicated, however, and vaccination ceases, the countries that would have eliminated the disease anyway save a value \( c \) for every child that no longer needs to be vaccinated. The countries that would not have eliminated the disease on their own also gain. But their gain is different. They not only avoid the need to vaccinate in the future but they also avoid disease in the future. Every country obtains a ‘dividend’ from eradication, but the nature of this gain and its magnitude will vary.

How large is the dividend? Figure 2 shows how its value can be calculated. The gross cost of increasing vaccination from \( p^{**} \) to \( p' \) is the rectangle \( c \times (p' - p^{**}) \), also shown as area \( C + D \). However, this additional vaccination protects the people who would have remained susceptible at \( p^{**} \). Some are protected by the vaccine; the rest by herd immunity. The benefit both of these groups obtain from elimination (relative to control) is the area between \( p' \) and \( p^{**} \) under the marginal social benefit curve (area \( D \)), which again indicates the benefit to society of one more susceptible person becoming immune. The net cost of eradication is found by deducting this area from the gross cost, and is represented by the area in dark grey (area \( C \)). This amount must be subtracted from the gross benefit of eradication, shown in light grey, which is equal to the avoided cost of vaccinating the individuals who would have been protected in any event (area \( B \)).

Note that the benefits and (net) costs of eradication are calculated relative to optimal vaccination (\( p^{**} \)). This is the vaccination level a country should aim for were it not for eradication. If a lower level of control is assumed to be the vaccination level a country should aim for were it not for eradication, it would allow a much larger number of cases worldwide.

(b) Dynamics and discounting

The dynamics of eradication are important. Eradication will take years to achieve, during which time countries must pay a net cost for the attempt. Once achieved, however, eradication may yield a benefit in terms of avoided vaccinations and disease—a benefit that, once again, must be calculated with respect to the alternative of optimal control. Costs and benefits accruing at different times must be put into comparable units. Future values must be discounted (the rate of discount can be zero or negative but will normally be positive) to yield present values. For example, if the annual discount rate is 3 per cent, then the present value of $1 a year from now is $1/(1.03) = $0.97. The rationale for discounting is complicated (see [20]). It clearly reflects impatience—the preference people show for having something now rather than later. But it can also reflect ethics: if future generations are expected to be better off than the present generation, whether or not eradication is achieved, then ethics will commend that a dollar accruing to the future be valued less relative to a dollar accruing to the present. All else being equal, use of a lower discount rate will favour eradication relative to control so long as eradication promises a future dividend [21].

Suppose eradication is expected to take \( T \) years to achieve and that, after this, vaccination can cease indefinitely and at no cost. Eradication should then be undertaken if

\[
\sum_{t=T+1}^{\infty} \frac{(B + D)}{(1 + r)^t} > \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{C}{(1 + r)^t},
\]

where \( r \) is the per-period discount rate, and \( B, C \) and \( D \) are the areas shown in figure 2 and discussed above (of course, the inequality can also be expressed in terms of the underlying parameters).

A look at figure 2 shows that area \( B + D \) is much larger than \( C \). Moreover, it is easy to see that this relationship will be robust to changes in the economic and epidemiological parameters.
This means that, so long as $T$ and $r$ are not very large, the economics of eradication will appear incredibly attractive.

However, the analysis so far has relied on two strong assumptions: (i) eradication is certain to be achieved; and (ii) once eradication is certified, vaccination can cease without putting the unvaccinated population at risk. Neither assumption is realistic.

(c) The risk of failure
Adjusting for the first assumption is easy. It requires multiplying the left-hand side of (3.1) by the (subjective) probability of success.

Obviously, for eradication to be worth attempting, success must be technically feasible. There must not exist a non-human reservoir. It must be possible, using existing technologies, to lift population immunity above the critical level. To succeed, however, eradication must also be practically feasible. It must be practicable to reach and vaccinate the critical number of susceptible persons—a major problem when a substantial fraction of people cannot be vaccinated, or resist being vaccinated, or when the vaccine has low efficacy.

Technical feasibility can be ascertained before an eradication effort begins. For example, we knew that polio eradication was technically feasible after the disease had been eliminated in the Americas. Practical feasibility, by contrast, can only be known with hindsight. We know that smallpox could be eradicated because it was eradicated!

The campaign to eradicate polio, launched in 1988, was supposed to have been completed by 2000. That deadline and others (most recently, the plan to stop wild poliovirus transmission by the end of 2012) were all missed. We now know that eradication will take more than twice as long as originally expected—and still we cannot be sure it will be achieved. With this track record, why continue? One reason is that the money spent on eradication in the past is sunk; it is irrelevant for the decisions we make today. Another reason is that the programme is better placed today to eradicate polio than it was in 1988; after all, polio has been eliminated from all but a few countries. Finally, the programme has learned from past mistakes. It still faces uncertainties but these are different from the ones anticipated in 1988.

However, pursuit of an eradication goal is costly. Resources spent on eradication cannot be spent on other worthy causes. My analysis has assumed that countries are sovereign, and determine their priorities independently. But as noted by Taylor et al. [22, p. 924], ‘Donors exert great influence on health systems in poor countries’. These authors question whether the opportunity cost of eradication is too great. They consider it ‘short-sighted for donors to use their considerable influence to promote polio eradication if this delays or diverts long-term investment by poor countries in sustainable health systems’.

(d) Post-eradication risks
The assumption about post-eradication risks is trickier to handle. Here, I can only give a sense of the difficulties.

In period $T + 1$, the value at risk is equal to area $A + B + D$ in figure 2. We can multiply this value (discounted to the present) by the probability of re-emergence, and subtract this from the left-hand side of (3.1), after adjusting for the policies and measures adopted to reduce the impact of re-emergence from the maximum level. The calculations for period $T + 2$ are more complicated. The choices to be considered in this period depend on what happened previously. If the disease did not re-emerge in $T + 1$, we can repeat the previous calculation, while recognizing that the susceptible population will have increased with the passage of time. However, if the disease re-emerged in period $T + 1$, then we would need to ask if the goal of eradication would be abandoned in period $T + 2$, and replaced by optimal control, or if an attempt would be made to eradicate the disease all over again. And so on for every future period. Finally, the costs of policies and measures adopted to reduce post-eradication risks and their impacts would also need to be deducted from the left-hand side of (3.1), after making adjustments for their effects in all the above calculations.7

To sum up: relying only on inequality (3.1), the economics of eradication are supremely attractive. Taking into account the possibility of failure and post-eradication risks, the decision of whether or not to eradicate is murkier.

4. Analyses of smallpox, poliomyelitis and measles
Let us now use this framework to consider the economics of three important cases, beginning with smallpox.

(a) Smallpox
The economics of smallpox eradication, as revealed in estimates of the costs and benefits supplied by Fenner et al. [24], are truly astonishing. The total benefit to industrialized countries was about $350 million a year (in 1970s dollars), and consisted solely of avoided vaccination costs, as these countries had eliminated smallpox previously. The cost to them of achieving global eradication was equal to their financial contribution to the international effort—about $98 million [24]. Assuming a 3 per cent discount rate, and an infinite flow of benefits, these numbers imply a benefit–cost ratio of ($350/0.03)/$298 ≈ 119 : 1. For developing countries, the benefit of eradication was about $1070 million per year, and consisted almost entirely of avoided deaths (in 1967, smallpox killed perhaps 1.5 million people annually; see Fenner et al. [24, p. 1365]), because vaccination coverage in these countries was low at the start of the programme. Eradication cost these countries about $200 million, making their benefit–cost ratio ($1070/0.03)/$200 ≈ 178 : 1. Adding up, the benefit–cost ratio for the entire world would have been about (($350 + $1070)/0.03)/$298 ≈ 159 : 1. These are huge numbers. I would venture to guess that smallpox eradication was probably the greatest global public investment in human history.

The analysis by Fenner et al. [24] is retrospective; when it was prepared, eradication had already been achieved. It is as well to note, however, that the success of the programme was never certain. Indeed, the Director General of the World Health Organization (WHO) was sure it would fail [24, p. 417, 25, p. 62].

Fenner et al. [24] take the alternative to eradication to be the actual level of control prior to eradication. When eradication was first declared in 1959, the virus remained endemic in about 59 poor countries [24, p. 393–394]. At the start of the intensified programme in 1966, this number had shrunk to about 31 countries [24, p. 518]. Getting rid of smallpox in these last strongholds was a formidable undertaking; elimination in many of these countries would not have happened
‘spontaneously’, certainly not within such a short period of time. Eradication required a concerted, focused and determined effort unparalleled in the history of human endeavour.

The earlier-mentioned calculations ignore the post-eradication risks, but there was and remains a chance that smallpox might reappear. Indeed, after circulation of the virus had stopped but before eradication had been certified, smallpox escaped from a laboratory in Birmingham, UK. It infected one person, who went on to infect another (her mother) before the outbreak was contained [24, pp. 1097–1098]. This is why every eradication effort must eliminate or secure all remaining stocks held in laboratories. However, we can never be sure that all remaining stocks have been identified. Virus might even be concealed deliberately. The Soviets launched a covert programme to manufacture smallpox soon after the disease was eradicated—something that became known to the outside world only years later [25]. Bioterrorism is another risk. Finally, scientists have demonstrated that poliovirus could be manufactured from inert chemicals obtained by mail order [26]. This means that, even if the extinction of an infectious agent could be proved beyond any doubt, we could never be sure that the agent would not re-emerge.

The risk of reintroduction cannot be eliminated, but it can be mitigated. The USA, for example, now maintains a stockpile of 300 million doses of smallpox vaccine, one for every American. The UK maintains its own stockpile, and recently vaccinated more than 500 medical personnel in preparation for the 2012 Olympic Games. Of course, measures such as these are costly, and they do not eliminate the risk, but we can be confident that the economics of smallpox eradication remain attractive, because no country has reinstated routine smallpox vaccination.

(b) Poliomyelitis

Certifying polio eradication will be more difficult. In contrast to smallpox, only about one in 200 infections lead to irreversible paralysis. It is relatively easy for the virus to circulate undetected.

The risks of reintroduction are also greater. Smallpox was eradicated using a live virus vaccine, vaccinia, which protects against smallpox but cannot cause smallpox. Polio is being eradicated using a live-attenuated vaccine (also known as the oral polio vaccine or OPV) that in rare cases reverts to virulence and causes infection. These vaccine-derived viruses can, in turn, evolve to resemble the wild virus and spread [29].

Because of the risks of reintroduction, Chumakov et al. [30] believe ‘we may have no other choice than to continue immunization against a non-existing disease to prevent ourselves from becoming hostages to the threat of the devastating return of poliomyelitis’. They say we should achieve and maintain ‘the widest-possible protection against polio…regardless of whether polio has been eradicated’, but they do not comment on why eradication should be pursued if vaccination is to be continued. The policy of universal elimination advocated by Chumakov et al. [30] would only make economic sense if the optimal level of immunization were \( p^* \) for each and every country, and this is plainly not the case today. If the eradication effort were abandoned, then we should expect an increase in the number of polio cases.

One option Chumakov et al. [30] consider is switching to the inactivated poliovirus vaccine (IPV). OPV is easier to administer (OPV is given in drops, IPV by injection) and better at reducing spread (OPV unlike IPV induces immunity in the gut). OPV is also cheaper. However, IPV, being a killed virus vaccine, cannot cause polio. Rich countries have already switched to IPV, mainly to avoid cases of vaccine-associated paralytic polio.

A recent economic analysis of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative by Duintjer Tebbens et al. [10] found that eradication achieved using OPV results in a higher overall pay-off than routine vaccination with OPV without eradication being attempted—the difference is about $42 billion in present value terms. As shown in figure 2, starting from \( p^{**} < p^* \), increasing vaccination only makes sense if by doing so the disease can be eradicated, allowing countries to stop vaccinating in the future. Duintjer Tebbens et al. [10], however, not only assume that vaccination continues, they also assume that in the post-eradication world, countries switch to the more costly IPV. This makes their results surprising.

Like the earlier-mentioned calculations for smallpox, this analysis looks backwards as well as forwards. It is not framed to answer the question of whether the goal of eradication should be pursued today. Its purpose is to evaluate whether the global polio eradication initiative will deliver a net benefit overall, assuming that it ultimately succeeds (the study assumes, incorrectly it turns out, that the wild viruses would be eradicated in 2012). The analysis accounts for post-eradication risks, such as the emergence of circulating vaccine-derived viruses, but assumes that every such outbreak is controlled successfully.

A crucial assumption is the case count corresponding to routine vaccination with OPV, the alternative to eradication. Figure 1 of Duintjer Tebbens et al. [10] suggests roughly zero cases in the future under eradication compared with around 175 000 cases of paralytic polio under the alternative. Recalling that there are about 200 infections per case of paralysis, this implies about 35 million infections a year under the alternative to eradication. Further analysis is required to show if this comes close to optimal vaccination.

Another crucial assumption concerns the post-eradication scenario, especially whether vaccination is continued. Duintjer Tebbens et al. [10] calculate that vaccination cessation in the post-eradication era would raise the net benefits of eradication (compared with the alternative) to $47 billion (from $42 billion with continued vaccination, both numbers expressed in present value terms). It is surprising that vaccination cessation should appear this unimportant, but this analysis begins in 1988, assumes that vaccination ceases in 2016, and terminates in 2035. The pre-vaccination-cessation era thus lasts 28 years, whereas the post-vaccination-cessation era lasts just 19 years. On top of this, discounting gives greater weight to history than to the future. Finally, the analysis is conducted only for 104 countries; it leaves out the richest countries and the Americas—countries that the analysis assumes would not be impacted by eradication.

(c) Measles

A recent analysis by Bishai et al. [31] finds that ‘the cost effectiveness of measles eradication is not inferior to control strategies’. Why such difference? The study calculates the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (incremental relative to the alternative of control) for a variety of scenarios. These ratios are expressed in dollars per disability adjusted life year—an approach that avoids having to put an economic value on avoided cases (b). The study does not calculate optimal control, but it recognizes that many countries have...
eliminated measles unilaterally. For the other countries, it assumes that vaccination reduces mortality by 95 and 98 per cent compared with the alternative of 90 per cent relative to the 2000 level. The incremental cost calculations for these scenarios and eradication are nearly identical, implying that the marginal cost of reducing cases cannot be much greater than the average cost. Although this study pays close attention to these costs, experience with polio eradication should make us cautious; expenditure has increased substantially over the last decade, without having much impact on the case count, and measles is more easily transmitted than polio. In common with all other eradication studies, Bishai et al. [31] assume that measles eradication is achievable with probability one.

The other reason that the economics of measles eradication do not differ much from high control is that vaccination is assumed to continue indefinitely whether or not the disease is eradicated. In another study of the economics of measles eradication, Levin et al. [32] consider a scenario in which eradication with continued vaccination reduces the need for supplemental immunization and outbreak response. This offers a positive but small dividend. To realize significant savings from eradication, vaccination must be reduced. Bishai et al. [31] consider a partial step in this direction, with countries dropping the second dose of measles vaccine (Klepac et al. [15] demonstrate in a general setting why this kind of policy can be optimal). This saves money for every country, and improves the incremental cost effectiveness ratio dramatically. But of course, this would also expose countries to an increased risk. Bishai et al. [31] do not explore the implications of this risk.

5. The eradication game

Eradication is worth attempting if the expected net benefits are positive. However, eradication has a chance of being achieved only if every country contributes enthusiastically to the effort. An attractive economic calculation is a necessary condition for success; it is not sufficient.

To see this, it will help to treat every country as being symmetric. Consider, then, a situation in which every country chooses unilaterally to control but not to eliminate a disease, but that each country would be even better off if every country eliminated the disease, causing the disease to be eradicated. Just as vaccination is a game played by individuals within every country, so eradication is a game played by countries on the global stage.

The ‘eradication game’ is shown in figure 3. In figure 3, each country has a binary choice. It can control the disease (i.e. vaccinate to the level $p^{**}$) or it can eliminate it (vaccinate to the level $p^c$). As depicted in figure 3, each country obtains a higher pay-off ($\pi$) when it controls rather than eliminates the disease unless every other country eliminates the disease. The pay-off to elimination jumps when every other country eliminates the disease, on the assumption that once the disease is eradicated vaccination can cease. Note that, in contrast to the game depicted in figure 1, this one has two Nash equilibria. In one, every country controls but does not eliminate the disease. In the other, the disease is eradicated. The latter makes every country better off, but getting there requires international coordination.

Coordination should be easy. So long as every country believes that all the others will eliminate the disease, each has an incentive to eliminate it. This assurance can be provided by a resolution adopted unanimously by the World Health Assembly.

However, figure 3 also illustrates the fragility of this arrangement. If just one country fails to eliminate the disease within its borders, for whatever reason, then the others lose the incentive to eliminate the disease within their borders. When vaccination was suspended in northern Nigeria in 2003, the programme nearly crashed. In late 2012 and early 2013, polio vaccinators were murdered in Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Nigeria, putting the initiative in jeopardy once again. Eradication is a *weakest link global public good* [33].

6. The eradication financing game

While all countries can gain from eradication, some will gain more than others, and some have a greater ability to pay. For both reasons, eradication efforts typically involve international financing.

The WHO estimated that eliminating smallpox in its last strongholds would cost just under $100 million. In 1959, the World Health Assembly voted unanimously for eradication, with the expectation that financing would be voluntary. As noted previously, smallpox eradication was probably the greatest single investment in human history. And yet, from 1959 to 1966, only eight countries donated money to the programme, for a total of just $27.345 [24]—a truly sobering illustration of ‘free riding’ behaviour.

In 1966, a different approach was tried. Every year, the World Health Assembly approves an overall budget for the WHO. Before launching the intensified smallpox eradication programme, the WHO asked members to approve a separate budget for smallpox. Each member would pay the amount of the budget times its share as determined by the United Nations scale of assessments. These assessments are calculated based on differences in population and income per capita, and must be approved by the UN General Assembly, usually by consensus. In 1966, the Director General of the WHO proposed a budget for smallpox of $2.415 million. The proposal was approved by the required two-thirds majority, but with just two votes to spare—the narrowest margin for the acceptance of a budget in the Organization’s history [24, p. 416].

With the help of the new fund, the eradication effort was able to move forward. And yet financing of the remaining balance through voluntary contributions was touch-and-go to the end. As noted by Fenner *et al.* [24, p. 423], ‘Success was never a certainty even during the years immediately preceding the last known cases’.

The irony is that game theory suggests financing should have been easy. Denote the costs of achieving eradication by $M$ (in the smallpox example, $M \approx$100 million in terms of external finance) and country $i$’s contribution by $m_i$. Finally, let $\Delta_i$ denote $i$’s eradication dividend. Then, so long as eradication yields an aggregate gain $\sum \Delta_i > M$, budget shares can be calculated for each country such that each gains by contributing ($\Delta_i > m_i/\bar{m}$), and the budget is exactly met ($\sum m_i = M$). In words, given that all other countries pay their share, it will be in the interests of each country to pay its share—a *Nash equilibrium*.11

The problem comes in deciding the shares. Financing is a zero sum game—if one country pays less, others must pay more. Analysis of voluntary contributions to the special account reveals a strong correlation with the UN scale [34], but the incentives to free ride were evidently powerful.

Financing of polio eradication has been remarkably successful, especially given that rich countries will gain little from eradication so long as they plan to vaccinate indefinitely. Between 1988 and 2013, donors contributed more than $9.5 billion to polio eradication. These are voluntary contributions, but the leadership of the global polio eradication initiative has tried to coordinate donations by calculating ‘fair shares’ for every country [35]. Based on the earlier-mentioned analysis, this is an astute move, and yet financing has remained a persistent threat. Indeed, the Independent Monitoring Board [36, p. 6] has said that financing poses the ‘primary risk’ to the global programme.

7. The vaccination cessation game

When smallpox was declared eradicated, countries could stop vaccinating as they pleased; coordination was unnecessary because continued vaccination by any country did not endanger others.

For polio, the risks are different. Since 2000, outbreaks of circulating vaccine-derived polioviruses (cVPDs) have been detected in 19 different countries, several times spilling across borders. In Nigeria, transmission of type 2 cVDPV has persisted for many years (despite wild-type 2 virus having been eradicated long ago). There is a high probability that, after countries stop vaccinating with OPV, more cVPDs will emerge, posing a risk to susceptible people everywhere. To reduce this risk, the Global Polio Eradication Initiative recommended that vaccination be increased everywhere, so as to shrink the stock of susceptible persons, and then stopped abruptly everywhere, so as to cut the time during which cVDPVs could emerge. This is important, because the probability of a cVDPV outbreak should fall sharply after vaccination has stopped [37].

Is it reasonable to expect that countries would comply with this plan? Figure 4 depicts the vaccination cessation game. Figure 4 assumes that countries (again, assumed symmetric) have two choices. They can continue to vaccinate to maintain herd immunity in the post-eradication era or they can stop vaccinating. The pay-off to continuing vaccination is constant, because vaccinating to the critical level reduces the risk of infection to zero. By contrast, the pay-off to stopping vaccination declines with the number of countries that continue to vaccinate, because the risk of a cVDPV outbreak increases in the number of countries that continue to vaccinate. As drawn, there are two Nash equilibria. In one, every country continues to vaccinate. In the other, every country stops. The latter outcome is an equilibrium so long as countries reap a windfall by stopping vaccination, given that the disease has been eradicated. Of course, if there is no windfall, there is no economic case for eradication.

In figure 4, there is a tipping point at $k$. If more than $k$ other countries continue to vaccinate, it will pay each country to continue to vaccinate. If fewer than $k$ other countries continue to vaccinate, every country will prefer to stop vaccinating. The value of $k$ is an empirical matter. For polio, rough calculations suggest that the tipping point is about three [38]. This means that, in the post-eradication era, even if one or two countries continue to vaccinate, then it will still pay the others to stop. However, for reasons of confidence, it is likely that OPV cessation will need to be universal.

There is one further problem with OPV cessation. Rich countries switched to IPV long ago, mainly to avoid the very small (about a one in 750 000) risk of vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP) from OPV. When the risk of getting infected from the wild viruses is high, the risk of VAPP can be ignored. Once polio has been eliminated, however, the risk of VAPP stands out. Unfortunately, IPV is costlier than OPV, and few poor countries will want to pay the difference. For rich countries, the calculation is different; they intend to
omic considerations are essential, even when devising strategies for the endgame—indeed, even when planning for the post-eradication era.
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Endnotes
9See Perisic & Bauch [4] for a model of individual vaccine choice when people belong to social networks.
11Klepac et al. [18] offer a more sophisticated approach to understanding optimal vaccination, incorporating dynamics within a spatial framework. Not surprisingly, they obtain richer results.
12Note as well that I have assumed $c$ is unchanged as between (2.1) and (2.3). We could, however, interpret $c$ as reflecting perceived risk of the vaccine in (2.2) and actual risk in (2.3). If the former value were greater than the latter, the gap between $p^*$ and $p^+$ would widen even more.
13Manfredi et al. [17] model the game theory of vaccination policy when there are communities divided by ‘pro’- and ‘anti’-vaccination communities.
14Geoffard & Philipson [14] are sceptical of the utility of subsidies for elimination.
15Measures to limit risks in the post-eradication era also involve a conflict between individual and collective interests; for an analysis relating to a smallpox bioterrorist attack, see Bauch et al. [23].
16There may be other risks. Research suggests that vaccination cessation has enabled human monkeypox virus to spread in the Democratic Republic of Congo [27]; see also Lloyd-Smith [28].
17This is another crucial assumption, particularly as regards the economics of vaccination cessation.
18A similar analysis by Levin et al. [32] concludes that eradication is more cost-effective than control. Bishai et al. [31] attribute the difference ‘to differences in the way variation in measles transmission was modelled and how variation in costs and effects were analysed’.
19For smallpox, the incentives were unusually strong. The dividend for the United States alone was estimated to be $150 million per year [24], greater than the entire international budget for smallpox. With $B_{2M} > M$, it should have been in the interests of the US to finance the entire effort, even if no other country contributed.

8. Conclusions

Eradication is a seductive goal. It promises to rid the world of a scourge, and to free up resources for other good purposes. However, eradication is a high stakes gamble. To succeed, the disease must be eliminated everywhere, including in the most wretched places. To succeed, every state must play its part. Poor states must conduct the required vaccinations; rich states must help to pay for them. All of this depends on expectations being high that eradication will be achieved.

Figure 4. The post-eradication, vaccination cessation game. (Online version in colour.)
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